
 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK: Class 7 

Summer Vacation, 2022-23  
  
  
  
  

SUBJECT: 
SOCIAL 
SCIENCE 

 

  
  
  
 TASK 1:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 Read the book 'FOREVER WITH SOCIAL SCIENCE for class 7  

by Shakuntala Ghosh (Rachna Sagar publication)' and write 20 new words  

you explored while reading the book.  

 
TASK 2 

 
Talk to any two domestic workers about their life and work.  
Write few ways how we can enhance their dignity and equality.  

 
 
TASK 3 

 
imagine you are contesting an election.  
Prepare a poster asking people to vote for you. 
 

TASK 4 Do the worksheet given below -  
 

              GEOGRAPHY-  

 Ch - 2, INSIDE OUR EARTH   

   

      1. Where was the deepest mine located in the world   

a) South India   b)South Africa c) South India   

2. The upper most layer of the earth surface is called_______________.   

     a) Mantle   b) core  c) Crust   
 

    3.  The sediments are transported and deposited by____________.   

 
 
 



4. Which rock is the molten magma made up of?   

        a) Igneous    b) Sedimentary    c) Metamorphic   

5. Define the term sediment.   

6. What is lava?   

7. What are the two types of igneous rocks?   

8. The deepest mine of the world is in which country.   

9. What temperature found at the core?   

10. What are fossils?   

     11.What is the earth crust made up of?   

12. What are minerals? How are they useful for mankind?    

13. What are the main constituents of the core?   

14. What do you know about the interior of the earth?    

15. What are minerals? How are they useful for mankind?     
 

CH-1 On Equality 
1. Who was discriminated on the basis of caste?                         

     a . Om Prakash Valmiki            b . Shekar          c. Kirti   

    

2.  Dalit’s are also called ____________.                                 

      a. Shudras                             b.Brahamins           c. 

Viashiyas    

     

3.  Om Prakash Valmiki wrote book called ________              .   

    a.  Joothan                     b. Indica              c. Arthashastra      

    

4.  The Indian Constitution recognize every person as_____    

          a. incidental                              b. equal            c.  unequal   

    

5. The women who changed the course of American history was       

     a. Linda Park                  b. Rosa Park                        c. Mishal    

     

6.  Indian Constitution abolished _______________                               

    a. equality                   b. dignity                          c untouchability   
7. Give one feature of democracy.   
8. Give two examples of discrimination in India   

9. Why does democracy have the best decision- making mechanism?   
10. What is Universal Adult Franchise?   

11. Define constitution.   
12. What sparked Civil Rights Movement in USA?   

13. How is Kanta’s life different from her owners?   
 
 

TASK 5 

Complete all the SOCIAL SCIENCE Educosoft assignments.   

  
 
 

  


